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Reliability of system identification technique in super high-rise building

Ayumi Ikeda, Kohei Fujita and Izuru Takewaki *

Department of Architecture and Architectural Engineering, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan

A smart physical-parameter-based system identification (SI) method has been proposed in the previous paper (Ikeda et al., 2014a). This method deals with time-variant non-parametric identification of natural frequencies and modal damping ratios using Auto-Regressive eXogenous (ARX) models and has been applied to high-rise buildings during the 2011 off the Pacific coast of Tohoku earthquake. In this perspective article, the current state of knowledge in this class of SI methods is explained briefly, and the reliability of this smart method is discussed through the comparison with the result by a more confident technique.
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System identification (SI) techniques are very popular and widely used worldwide. SI techniques may be classified into a modal-parameter SI and a physical-parameter SI (Housner et al., 1997; Takewaki et al., 2011a). SI techniques are usually used as tools for damage detection after extreme natural disasters (e.g., earthquakes) or methods for the investigation of accuracy of models utilized in the design stage.

In damage detection, the monitoring of healthy states is inevitable. This procedure requires a large amount of preparing work before damage occurs, and it is necessary to gather data for the healthy state. Unless we know the healthy state, it is not possible to know whether the state after an event is healthy or damaged. Although it may be possible to monitor the structural behavior in real time, it will require a large amount of cost. As far as a shear building model and a shear-bending model are concerned, the recording at limited floors (not real-time monitoring) may be realistic and possible (Kuwabara et al., 2013; Minami et al., 2013). These methods are based on a pioneering non-parametric approach (Udwadia et al., 1978) and the subsequent realistic extensions (Takewaki and Nakamura, 2000, 2005, 2009; Takewaki et al., 2011a). Kuwabara et al. (2013) developed a physical-parameter damage detection technique of a shear-bending model for the first time and Minami et al. (2013) opened the door for the physical-parameter SI techniques of a shear-bending model. On the other hand, some approaches using full data and a great deal of repeated calculations have been proposed for shear buildings (Zhang and Johnson, 2012, 2013a,b; Johnson and Wojtkiewicz, 2014).

For the reduction of influence of noise, some approaches using ARX models have been developed (Takewaki and Nakamura, 2009; Takewaki et al., 2011a; Minami et al., 2013; Ikeda et al., 2014a). Especially the method by Takewaki and Nakamura (2009), Takewaki et al. (2011a) deals with time-variant non-parametric identification of natural frequencies and modal damping ratios using ARX models. The method has been applied successfully to an actual base-isolated building (Takewaki and Nakamura, 2009; Takewaki et al., 2011a) and has also been applied to high-rise buildings during 2011 off the Pacific coast of Tohoku earthquake (Minami et al., 2013; Ikeda et al., 2014a).

Figure 1 shows a super high-rise steel building of 55 stories at Osaka bay area which was the highest in the western Japan at that time and was constructed in 1995 just after the Hyogoken-Nanbu earthquake (Kobe earthquake) (Takewaki et al., 2011b; Celebi et al., 2014). An important recording
was made in this building during 2011 off the Pacific coast of Tohoku earthquake. The building height is 256 m. The fundamental natural period is 5.8 s in the long-span direction and 5.3 s in the short-span direction. This building was shaken severely even though Osaka is located far from the epicenter (about 800 km) and the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) instrumental intensity was 3 in Osaka. It is remarkable that the level of velocity response spectra of ground motions observed here (first floor) is almost the same as that at the Shinjuku station (K-NET) in Tokyo and the top-story displacement are about 1.4 m (short-span direction) and 0.9 m (long-span direction). It was understood that this building was just resonant with the surface ground fundamental natural period of about 6.4 s \([4 \times (\text{depth of deep ground})/(\text{shear wave velocity}) = 4 \times 1.6 (\text{km})/1.0 (\text{km/s})]\) and the fundamental-mode vibration component was predominant.

A smart physical-parameter based SI has been conducted in this building (Minami et al., 2013; Ikeda et al., 2014a). The outline of the time-varying identification, called the moving-window batch least-squares method, has been explained in the reference (Ikeda et al., 2014a). The duration of 30 s was used as the evaluation time for the batch least-squares method and this process was repeated by moving the window progressively by 1 s. The top-story
displacement and the time-varying fundamental natural period of this building (short-span direction) have been identified (Ikeda et al., 2014a), which was evaluated by the moving-window batch least-squares method. The time-varying SI indicates the result by the moving-window batch least-squares method and the overall SI means the result, which uses the batch least-squares method in the whole duration. The time dependency of the fundamental natural period may result from its amplitude dependence and reported slight damage to some non-structural elements (ceiling walls, etc.). The accuracy of the method can be confirmed by the comparison with data from record shown in Figure 2.

The six points in Figure 2 have been plotted by investigating the period between zero-crossing points in the top-story displacement. As pointed out before, the fundamental vibration mode was predominant in this building during the 2011 Tohoku earthquake, and the top-story displacement was governed mostly by the fundamental vibration mode. The good correspondence of the fundamental natural period between the time-varying SI, and the data analysis using the top-story displacement demonstrates the reliability of the time-varying SI (Ikeda et al., 2014a).

The reduction of influence of noise may be a central issue in the field of SI. The applicability to ambient vibration data and the development of more reliable methods should be investigated in the future (Ikeda et al., 2014b; Fujita et al., 2015).
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